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To ensure success in meeting the Agency's evolving mission requirements, NASA must be able 
to adjust the size and composition of the workforce more rapidly than is possible today. NASA 
also needs to manage its workforce strategically to address technological advances, a thriving 
aerospace industry, and increasing reliance on commercial and academic partners. Over the past 
few years, NASA leadership has taken steps toward a more strategic approach to planning and 
managing our workforce. Previous Agency Strategic Implementation Planning (ASIP) meetings 
have enabled this strategic push by sponsoring: 

• Establishment of Center Roles (2016)
• Development of NASA Civil Service Framework to guide decisions about use of the civil

servant workforce (201 7) 
• Development of enduring and flexible workforce concepts (2017)
• Establishment of  guidelines for Strategic Workforce Planning (2018)
• Development of a workforce roles framework for our civil servant and contractor

workforce (2018)

These ASIP efforts established the foundation for the Strategic Workforce Planning process 
developed this past year. As a result of these efforts, the Agency established the following 
guiding principles for our workforce: 

Demand-driven-In-house technical workforce at NASA Centers will be shaped and scaled 
by mission requirements. NASA will move away from a supply-based workforce model 
where Mission Directorates are given an allocation requiring funding for civil service 
employees regardless of  mission needs. Instead, mission requirements will be established, 
consistent with acquisition strategies and Center Roles, and workforce resources will be 
matched to those requirements. 
Agile- The size and composition of the NASA workforce will flex with the work demand as 
defined by the Mission Directorate requirements. The intent is for NASA Centers to deploy 
their permanent civil servant workforce to activities that are strategically governmental in 
nature and for projects and activities with little or no equivalent found in Industry or 
Academia. Non-permanent civil servant hiring options should be used to fill requirements 
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